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I. General view

- Humanities and social sciences, arts and literature
- 25,767 students
- 893 PhD students registered in 2013-2014
- 150 PhD defenses in 2013
- 22 research centres
- 600 researchers
II. Focus on support search center: information & documentation

- Shared library for research centres

- Support for journals locally published: electronic open edition and editorial quality

- Open access to scientific results: national repository HAL

- Trainings (library staff, PhD students, research centres): open access, open edition, research tools, copyright...

- National & international networks
III. Increasing and sharing visibility of scientific research of the university...

- Institutional repository HAL: [https://hal-univ-tlse2.archives-ouvertes.fr/](https://hal-univ-tlse2.archives-ouvertes.fr/) (3729 full text) with 14 specific research centres repositories since may 2011

- Collaboration with resource person (research centres)

- Management and metadata quality of the repository

- Data connector: university web site / I. repository

- Training sessions
IV. ...and of Midi-Pyrenees region

- « Small mandate » adjusted for research centres (incitation not obligation !) since march 2012 in UT2J

- Open access group validated by scientific Committee (mix of professional skills) since october 2014 (green and gold)

- « Open archive network of Toulouse » (10 academic institutions and engineering schools) : sharing experience and tools (http://openarchiv.hypotheses.org/)

- Seminar in 2016 and « institutional mandate » shared by higher education institutions of Toulouse Midi-Pyrénées ?
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